The Shore: A Novel

An
ambitious,
Baileys
prize-nominateddebut
set
in
an
unforgettable place, introducing a powerful
new voice in fictionThe Shore: a group of
small islands in the Chesapeake Bay, just
off the coast of Virginia. The Shore is
clumps of evergreens, wild ponies,
oyster-shell roads, tumble-down houses,
unwanted pregnancies, murder, and dark
magic in the marshes. Sanctuary to some
but nightmare to others, its a place that
generations of families both wealthy and
destitute have inhabited, fled, and returned
to for hundreds of years. From a
half-Shawnee Indians bold choice to escape
an abusive home only to find herself with a
man who will one day try to kill her, to a
brave young girls determination to protect
her younger sister as methamphetamine
ravages their family, the characters in this
remarkable novel have deep connections to
the land, and a resilience that only the
place they call home could create.
Through a series of interconnecting
narratives that recalls the work of David
Mitchell and Jennifer Egan, Sara Taylor
brings to lifethe small miracles and
miseries of a community of outsiders, and
the bonds of blood and fate that connect
them all.
Spanning over a century,
dreamlike and yet impossibly real,
profound and playful, THE SHORE is a
breathtakingly ambitious and accomplished
work of fiction by a young writer of
remarkable promise.

Note 0.0/5. Retrouvez The Shore: A Novel et des millions de livres en stock sur . Achetez neuf ou doccasion.The setting
of Sara Taylors ambitious and unique debut novel is The Shorethree islands off the coast of Virginia, just south of
Maryland, trailing out into.THE SHORE recalls David Mitchells Cloud Atlas, Jennifer Egans A Visit from the Goon
SHORTLISTED FOR THE GUARDIAN FIRST BOOK AWARD 2015The Shore has 1729 ratings and 375 reviews.
karen said: i chose this book thinking it was going to have a Winesburg, Ohio vibe - a series of linked stor The Shore of
the title is actually a group of three islands, off the coast of Virginia If Chloe Gordy is the pearl in the novels oysterthe
booksTowards the Shore: A Novel - Kindle edition by Kris Holloway. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features likeEditorial Reviews. Review. [Parish] has got chops, and a feel for
dialogue, and is a talent in the making. Bill Buford, The Wall Street Journal Down the Shore The Shore. A Novel. A
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Novel. By Sara Taylor The Shore: a group of small islands in the Chesapeake Bay, just off the coast of Virginia.Taylor
is a terrific storyteller with a flawless narrative voice and, as a portrait of the impoverished rural South, this novel is a
real achievement. .. The Shore is aDown the Shore has 205 ratings and 25 reviews. Caitlin said: I am a sucker for a book
about youthful excess if its written well. Down the Shore scratche Welcome to The Shore: a collection of small islands
sticking out from Its a novel-in-parts, a medium that combines the focussed beauty andBy the Shore [Galaxy Craze] on .
In clear and sparkling prose, her novel evokes a fragile, bittersweet world of youth on the cusp of adulthood andThe
Right-Hand Shore: A Novel [Christopher Tilghman] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A masterful novel that
confronts the dilemmas of Interwoven short stories usually means nebulously linked character studies, strenuously
packaged by a publisher in the hope we will mistake them for a novel. To find the connections between stories, you
have to follow names, places and even objects through 200 years of timeline.Editorial Reviews. Review. Nominated for
the 2015 Baileys Womens Prize for Fiction A vivid The Shore: A Novel - Kindle edition by Sara Taylor. Download it
A wonderful novel that takes place over the course of a century and is anchored by a single location - The Shore.
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